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CASE; confirms SIT clean chit to PM Modi

BJP Karyakartas extending a warm welcome to PM Shri Narendra Modi and
BJP National President Shri JP Nadda at BJP National Executive Meeting in Hyderabad, Telangana

BJP National President Shri JP Nadda inaugurating
BJP National Office Bearers Meeting at Hyderabad, Telangana

BJP National President Shri JP Nadda and other senior leaders at Vijaya
Sankalpa Sabha held at Secunderabad Parade Grounds, Telengana

BJP National President Shri JP Nadda planting saplings
at BJP HQ in New Delhi on the Jaynti of Dr. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee

BJP President Shri JP Nadda listening Hon’ble PM Shri Narendra
ModiJi’s “Mann Ki Baat” with party Karyakartas in Gurugram, Haryana
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SOCIAL MEDIA CORNER
@narendramodi

India’s reform trajectory is being
lauded globally. In the last 8 years,
India has not reformed by compulsion.
India has reformed by conviction. Our
reform trajectory is a win-win for all
stakeholders.

@AmitShah

Once upon a time a permit had to be obtained
to enter Jammu and Kashmir. Dr. Shyama
Prasad Mukherjee ji sacrificed his life with
the resolve of one law, one head and one
symbol, ending permit raj from Kashmir
and making it an integral part of India. We
will always be indebted to Dr. Mukherjee ji for
this struggle and sacrifice.

@Nitin Gadkari

Another world record in Road
construction!
Record work on NH-53 between
Amravati to Akola stretch, Maharashtra.
#PragatiKaHighway #8YearsOfInfraGati
#GatiShakti @narendramodi

@JPNadda

Our party has secured all 13 wards
in the Daman- Diu- Dadra Nagar
Haveli municipal elections, winning 6
unopposed and 7 through elections.
This is all possible because of the
unwavering faith of the people in the
vision of Hon. PM @narendramodi and
the hardwork of @BJP4DamanDiu

@rajnathsingh

On the successful completion of 100 days
of the second term of the BJP government
in UP Congratulations to Chief Minister @
myogiadityanathji and his entire team.
There has been a qualitative improvement
in the state in terms of development and
good governance. It is my best wish that this
government should be completely successful
in the direction of building a new Uttar Pradesh.

@B L Santhosh

The politics of intolerance practiced by
some parties & ideologies in states like
Telangana , West Bengal , Kerala is being
contested with all resolve by ordinary
workers of @BJP4India maintaining
dignity & adhering to democratic values
.#BJPNECInTelangana

Kamal Sandesh Parivar

wishes a very happy
Hariyali Teej

(31 July)

to all of its readers
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EDITORIAL

Truth prevails

T

he Supreme Court verdict approving the closure report of the SIT on the Gujarat riots has further
strengthened the faith of people in the Indian judicial system. The judiciary, from the district level to
the high court and finally the Supreme Court, has spoken with one voice in approving the closure
report of the SIT. It has to be noted that the Supreme Court has not only backed the findings of the SIT
but also condemned the design to implicate Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi in the strongest terms.
The conspiracy hatched by some ‘frustrated officials’, NGOs, and a section of the media in complicity
with a section of foreign media at the behest of the Congress led opposition has finally been exposed
and the time has come that these culprits should be taken to task by the law of the land. It is highly
unfortunate that this gang of conspirators left no stone unturned in misleading the nation while attempting
to misguide the investigating agencies by repeatedly misrepresenting the facts. The attempt to drag the
cases for years on one pretext or another has finally been defeated in the highest court of justice in the
country. The truth has finally prevailed and the conspiracy now stands unmasked before the nation.
While the nation stood united with Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi throughout this long ordeal, the
Prime Minister himself presented a rare example of patience and tolerance,
facing every challenge silently. It was only possible on the strength of his
The conspiracy to
unflinching faith in the judiciary, judicial process, and system of justice of the
defame Guajrat
country. The conspiracy to defame Guajrat and implicate the then Gujarat
and implicate the
chief minister, Shri Narendra Modi, in the wake of the Godhra and Gujarat
then Gujarat chief
riots was hatched at the highest levels on the basis of lies, deceit, and
minister, Shri
distortion of facts. It was a blatant display of vendetta politics, attempting
Narendra Modi, in the
to defeat Shri Narendra Modi through conspiracy after repeatedly failing to
wake of the Godhra
defeat him in the court of the people. The conspiracy unfolded for years,
and Gujarat riots
taking various forms and on different forums, taking even foreign lands under
was hatched at the
its ambit, but truth prevailed everywhere. The testing times, which dragged
highest levels on the
on for years, were borne with unparalleled patience, extremely graceful
basis of lies, deceit,
conduct, indomitable courage, and indefatigable spirit, exuding firm belief in
and distortion of
democracy while getting energy from the boundless love and affection of the
people. The nation is feeling proud of Shri Narendra Modi today, even more
facts
than before.
While Shri Narendra Modi had immense respect for the constitution, the
law of the land, the democratic system, judicial process, and judicial system of the country throughout
these years of conspiracy, the Congress has shown utter disregard for these defining features of Indian
democracy. The kind of drama enacted in the name of protest on the streets of Delhi when the current
Congress president and a former president of the party were summoned by ED speaks volumes of its
disregard for the law of the land. Not only this, the Congress and its leaders have been continuously
attacking the constitutional institutions, the judiciary, the elections commission and any other agency
which refuses to oblige or be pressured by it. In fact, even after being repeatedly rejected by the people,
the Congress leaders seem to consider India as their fiefdom, and their faith in dynastic politics makes
them keep their first family above the law of the land. The democratic spirit of the nation now firmly
stands against the dynastic politics of Congress. As the Supreme Court has directed the legal machinery
to proceed stringently against the conspirators against the Prime Minister, Congress and its gang of
conspirators can no longer escape the long arms of the law.
shivshaktibakshi@kamalsandesh.org
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BJP National Executive meeting-2022

MODI GOVERNMENT FOCUSES ON
DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH OF
EVERY CITIZEN: JP NADDA
BJP NATIONAL PRESIDENT’s ADDRESS

T

he Bharatiya Janata Party National President Shri Jagat Prakash Nadda on
02 July, 2022 inaugurated the two day BJP National Executive Meeting in
the gracious presence of the Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi at
Hyderabad in Telangana. Those present in the dais during the inaugural session
were Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, BJP National President Shri Jagat Prakash
Nadda and Leader of the House in Rajya Sabha and Union Minister Shri Piyush
Goyal. The inauguration took place with the lighting of the lamps and welcoming of
the guests.
Prior to this Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi and BJP National President Shri JP
Nadda were accorded a rousing welcome when they reached the National Executive
Meeting venue. The National Executive Meeting venue reverberated with the
slogans of ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’ and ‘Modi Modi’.
Addressing the inaugural session, BJP National President Shri Jagat Prakash Nadda
said, under the leadership of our Hon’ble Prime Minister the nation is celebrating
‘Amrit Mahotsav’ which is a conscious effort of PM Shri Modi to introduce to our
young generation the great freedom fighters and leaders who made supreme
sacrifices and gave their everything for the Independence of our nation. He said
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has made ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka
Vishwas and Sabka Prayas’ the guiding principle of his model of governance through
which he is working for the welfare and upliftment of all sections of our society. The
Narendra Modi government is focused on development and growth of every citizen.
Here we are publishing the salient points of the inaugural address of BJP National
President Shri Jagat Prakash Nadda:
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MAIN POINTS OF THE SPEECH
•

•

•

•

on development and growth of every citizen.
The nation is celebrating the 'Amrit Kal' of our • Since Independence, if any government or leader
has worked so much for the overall and all round
Independence. Under the dynamic and decisive
welfare of our Adivasis brothers and sisters , it is
leadership of our Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi and the BJP
Narendra Modi the BJP government has completed
government under his leadership. Prime Minister
highly successful eight years at the Centre. Shri
Shri Narendra Modi has worked very hard to bring
Narendra Modi has completed 20 years in the
our tribal societies into the national mainstream. To
position of Constitutional head -- first as the Chief
grace the highest office of the President, the BJP
Minister of Gujarat and now as the Prime Minister,
has made prominent tribal leader Smt. Draupadi
this is a rare and great achievement. From this
Murmu as NDA's Presidential candidate. From this
stage I heartily welcome and congratulate our
stage I appeal to all the political parties across the
Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.
country to rise above their party sentiment and
Under the leadership of our Hon’ble Prime Minister
support Smt. Draupadi Murmu and ensure her
the nation is celebrating 'Amrit Mahotsav' which
emphatic victory.
is a conscious effort of Shri Modi to introduce to
our young generation the great freedom fighters • Yesterday, the Janata Dal (Secular) and the
Shiromani Akali Dal extended their support to
and leaders who made supreme sacrifices and
the candidature of Smt. Draupadi Murmu. For
gave their everything for the Independence of our
this I thank and congratulate
nation. There are countless
former Prime Minister Shri HD
such unknown soldiers and
Devegowda and Shri Sukhbir
freedom fighters who fought
Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukerjee
Badal. I also appeal to all other
for our Independence, I from
founded the Jana Sangh with the sole
political parties to come out
this stage pay rich tributes
aim to end the system of ‘Do
in support of Smt. Draupadi
to all such freedom fighters
Vidhan, Do Pradhan and Do Nishan’
Murmu.
and on behalf of the entire
• Under the leadership and
nation pay respect for all
from the country
guidance of Prime Minister
their sacrifices.
Shri Narendra Modi, the BJP
Our great leader Dr. Shyama
has scaled new heights and created new records
Prasad Mukerjee founded the Jana Sangh with
in the electoral politics by winning elections after
the sole aim to end the system of 'Do Vidhan,
elections. The BJP recorded historic and emphatic
Do Pradhan and Do Nishan' from the country
wins in assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh,
which was in force even after achieving our
Uttarakhand, Goa and Manipur. In Uttar Pradesh
Independence. And it was due to the strong
it was the BJP-led NDA and in Uttarakhand the
willpower and commitment of our Prime Minister
BJP which secured two-third majority for the
Shri Narendra Modi and impeccable planning of
second consecutive time, thus breaking several
our Union Home Minister Shri Amit Shah that this
records and myths. In Manipur the BJP forward
dream was also fulfilled as the Article 370 was
the government on its own, which was for the
demolished forever from Jammu and Kashmir and
second time the BJP forward its government. The
it became the integral part of India in its true sense.
BJP won elections in one coastal state, one NorthIntegral humanism and Antyodaya (welfare of the
eastern state, one Himalayan state and also in the
poorest of the poor) is the basic ideology of the
country's largest state -- which proves that Prime
BJP. Today, Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has
Minister Shri Narendra Modi and the BJP have
made 'Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas
further consolidated the trust and faith which they
and Sabka Prayas' as the guiding principle of his
enjoy among the people across the country.
model of governance through which he is working
for the welfare and upliftment of all sections of our • After 37 long years Uttar Pradesh saw the incumbent
party forming its government again. Also , our vote
society. The Narendra Modi government is focused
16-31 July, 2022 I KAMAL SANDESH I 7

•

•

•

•

Poor government. Prime Minister Shri Narendra
was 9% more than the Samajwadi Party which came
Modi has given a new culture of governance and
second, it is historic. The BJP recorded a clean
has established the ‘Politics of Performance’ and
sweep in 23 districts. The Congress had fielded
Development.
399 candidates in the UP assembly elections, and
out of these 387 candidates lost their deposits. • Pradhanmantri Gareeb Kalyan Ann Yojana,
Pradhanmantri Kisan Samman Sindhi Yojana,
Similarly ,the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) also tried its
Soubhagya Yojana, Jal Jeevan Mission,
luck in Uttar Pradesh by contesting 377 seats and
Ayushman Bharat Yojana, Swachh Bharat Yojana,
all its candidates lost their deposit.
Jan Dhan Yojana, Pradhanmantri Ujjawala Yojana
In Uttarakhand the BJP won 47 seats. Here also
are some of the initiatives of the Narendra Modi
the AAP contested in all 70 seats where 68 of its
Government which have established public
candidates could not save their deposits. In Goa
welfare governance in the country today. Under
the BJP once again formed its government for
the Pradhanmantri Gareeb Kalyn Anna Yojana
the third consecutive term. In Goa AAP contested
over 80 crore poor and needy people across the
in 39 seats where 35 of its candidates lost their
country have been getting free rations across the
deposits. Mamata Banerjee's Trinamool Congress
country for the past 2 years. The Narendra Modi
party also tried its luck by contesting in 26 seats
government is spending over Rs 3 lakh crore on
but its candidates in 21 seats lost their deposits.
this pro poor initiative. Atal Pension Yojana, Jeevan
Apart from the assembly elections, the BJP has
Jyoti Bima Yojana and Jeevan
also emerged victorious in
Jyoti Suraksha Bima Yojana -local body elections across
through these 3 schemes the
the country. From Ladakh
After 37 long years Uttar Pradesh
Narendra Modi government is
to Hyderabad, from Gujarat
saw the incumbent party forming its
giving social security cover to
to
Arunachal
Pradesh
government again. Also , our vote was over 40 crore people across
-wherever
elections
9% more than the Samajwadi Party
the country.
have been held, the BJP
• Today, India is witnessing
has secured resounding
which came second, it is historic
the Digital Revolution. Today
victories. We won 100%
world's 40% of the world's
seats in Gujarat and Assam.
digital transactions are happening in India. There
The BJP also secured massive wins in Rajasthan,
has been a 231% increase in Internet connections
Uttar Pradesh, Goa , Arunachal Pradesh and
in the country. Over 133 crore Indians have already
Jammu & Kashmir.
got their Aadhar cards.
The BJP also registered magnificent wins in
recently held assembly by-elections. In Uttar • The Corona pandemic badly affected the global
economy. The world is facing an economic crisis
Pradesh we wrested Azamgarh and Rampur
and trying to battle after-effects of the pandemic.
Lok Sabha seats from Samajwadi Party which is
It was the Narendra Modi government which
historic. In Tripura assembly by-elections the BJP
showed the world how to fight the pandemic and
won 3 out of 4 seats.
save its economy and people. India performed
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has changed
magnificently on the economic front despite the
the political culture of India. He has ended
pandemic. In the last financial years, India clocked
the politics of casteism, dynasty, nepotism,
a growth rate of over 8.7% while the world's average
appeasement, corruption and communalism.
growth rate was just 6%. In the past eight years
Today, development and growth have become the
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has worked
pivots of Indian politics. India's political work culture
hard for the welfare of the poor which has resulted
has been completely transformed under Shri
in India managing to reduce its poverty from 22%
Narendra Modi. The Narendra Modi government
to below 10%, while the extreme poverty rate has
is highly committed to welfare of the people and
remained below 1% despite the country facing
it giving Pro-Active, Pro-Responsive, and Pro-
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•

•

•

•

Narendra Modi, India has become strong and
the Corona pandemic. All this has been due to
our borders have been fortified. The Narendra
the highly effective social and economic policies
Modi government has given special emphasis
and programmes initiated by Prime Minister Shri
on the development of infrastructure along our
Narendra Modi to counter the pandemic.
international border. The Defence Minister of the
Despite the pandemic India's growth rate in 2021Congress era used to say if we construct roads
22 was an impressive 8.7% which is highest in the
on our borders a neighbouring country will be
world. Despite hardships due to Corona our GST
annoyed and become angry. But today Prime
collections have remained over Rs 1.5 lakh crore
Minister Shri Narendra Modi has established a
which shows the robustness of our economy under
foreign policy which is free and fair, which gives
the Narendra Modi government. FDI inflow has
our nation's interest top priority.
increased while India's exports in the last financial
year crossed a record $ 428 billion. India is fast • There were times when India was seen as a stooge
of other nations. But under the leadership of Prime
moving forward to become a $5 trillion economy.
Minister Shri Narendra Modi, India has emerged
The Rs 100 lakh crore PM Gati Shakti Yojana has
as a strong and self-reliant nation on the world
strengthened India's infrastructure besides filling
stage. In the recently concluded G7 summit Prime
gaps in the last mile connectivity. Schemes and
Minister was specially invited, which underlines
programmes are being implemented in a massive
the growing influence of India on the global
scale and in a time bound manner which will not
platform and also showcases
only strengthen our country
how the world sees today India
but also create massive job
differently under Prime Minister
opportunities.
Under
the
leadership
of
Prime
Shri Narendra Modi. Indian
Under the leadership and
Diaspora has got recognition
guidance of Prime Minister
Minister Shri Narendra Modi, India
and importance due to the
Shri Narendra Modi India
has emerged as a strong and selfproactive
approach
and
developed two ‘Made In
reliant
nation
on
the
world
stage
multidimensional leadership of
India’ Corona vaccines thus
Prime Minister Shri Narendra
showing India's prowess,
Modi. It is due to the effective
while around 197 crore
foreign policy of Prime Minister Shri Narendra
vaccine doses have already been administered
Modi that India was able to evacuate over 23,000
so far. India gave over 1.48 crore vaccine doses
students from war-torn Ukraine.
to various countries free of cost. We also gave
vaccines to over 100 nations. Indian vaccines • While India is setting new benchmarks in growth
and development under the leadership of Prime
have been appreciated across the world as they
Minister Shri Narendra Modi, the Opposition
are cheap and highly effective. Our Vaccine Maitri
parties have been playing a very negative and
initiative has been hailed across the globe.
irresponsible role. The Opposition is trying to
Since coming to power Prime Minister Shri
mislead and misguide the nation through its
Narendra Modi has given the nation the National
politics which is without any logic and substance.
Education Policy and National Health Policy. It is
The Opposition parties tried to derail our fight
a matter of great pride and satisfaction for all of
against the Corona pandemic by creating
us that both these highly effective and forward
negativity against the vaccine and also the world's
looking policies have been formulated keeping
largest vaccination drive. The Opposition also
the soul of India in mind, which are deeply rooted
tried to mislead the nation on the progressive
to Indianness. All national languages have been
agricultural reform laws.
given due recognition in the National Education
Policy which has provision for growth and • The Opposition parties also did not shy away from
playing its dirty politics on the issues of national
development of our ancient language Sanskrit.
security. It tried to mislead people in surgical strikes
Under the leadership of Prime Minister Shri
16-31 July, 2022 I KAMAL SANDESH I 9

•

•

•

•

BJP workers have steadfastly held on to their
and air strikes and also tried to demoralise our
ideology and principles in these states despite
armed forces. The Opposition also tried to mislead
a highly hostile political environment. We are
the nation on the Ladakh and Doklam issue, while
constantly moving forward in these states . I thank
they played a highly negative and irresponsible
and congratulate all the party workers and leaders
role in the Rafael issue. The only motive and aim
for waging a decisive and ideological battle in
of the highly negative Opposition is to put brakes
these states. Days are not far when we will emerge
on important reforms and to mislead the nation
victorious in these states.
on these issues. It is very unfortunate that in the
garb of criticising Prime Minister Shri Narendra • We have to work hard in the states where we
have so far not been successful. We have to win
Modi ji and the BJP, the Opposition parties started
people's trust and get their blessings. We have to
opposing the nation, it always took an anti-India
strengthen our booths in these states. In BJP-ruled
stand and they tried to defame and malign India
states we have to strengthen all those booths
internationally.
where we are weak. We have identified 50,000
In the BJP ruled states politics and governance is
such booths where we have to work very hard and
happening on the basis of our ideology of 'Sabka
we have to strengthen our organisational structure
Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas and Sabka
in these booths.
Prayas'. It is the politics of development and growth
which is happening in all BJP-ruled states, while • The Northeast is struggling due to massive floods
while Manipur has suffered
the Opposition ruled states
major loss due to landslides.
are plagued by politics of
I direct all the party workers to
casteism,
communalism,
In the BJP ruled states politics and
appeasement , nepotism
governance is happening on the basis assist the local administration
in the flood-affected areas in
and corruption.
of our ideology of ‘Sabka Saath,
rescue and relief operations.
The competition among
Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas and
Our governments are also
the BJP-ruled states is for
carrying out rescue and relief
the number of houses built
Sabka Prayas’
operations on a massive scale.
for the poor, growth in rural
The BJP governments and
areas and villages, welfare
the party organisation are working together to
of the poor, road construction and infrastructure
give relief to affected people and to ensure their
development, opening of medical colleges
speedy rehabilitation.
and strengthening of health infrastructure ,
administration of vaccines and construction of • The BJP is the world's largest political organization.
Under the leadership and guidance of Prime
toilets etc. But in the Opposition-ruled states the
Minister Shri Narendra Modi we are trying to give
competition is on the issues of corruption, politics
the BJP a new dimension at the ward level. And
of appeasement, loot of rations and money meant
for this we have started a novel initiative -- 'Know
for the poor, and promotion of family based
BJP'. I have so far interacted with the Heads of
politics.
Missions of over 40 nations under this initiative.
During the Corona pandemic all the political
The Prime Minister of Nepal, the Foreign Minister
parties had gone into isolation and their leaders
of Singapore and the third most important leader
and workers were in quarantine. It was only the
of the ruling party in Vietnam had visited the BJP
BJP's crores of workers who, guided by the clarion
headquarters where they spent time and got to
call of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, helped
know about the BJP, its organisational structure,
the sick and needy people without caring for their
its work culture and its history. All this underlines
own health. This highlights the social commitment
the changing perception of India in the global
of the BJP and its crores of workers.
arena under the leadership of Prime Minister Shri
The BJP is fighting a tough ideological battle in
Narendra Modi.
West Bengal, Kerala and Jammu & Kashmir. The
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RESOLUTION-I

BJP National Executive meeting-2022

‘THE NEXT DECADE IS
INDIA’S DECADE’
ECONOMIC AND GARIB KALYAN RESOLUTION

U

nion Defence Minister Shri Rajnath Singh moved the Economic and Garib Kalyan
Resolution at the BJP National Executive meeting held in Hyderabad, Telangana on 02-03
July, 2022 and it was seconded by Union Minister of Textiles, Commerce and Industry &
Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution Shri Piyush Goyal and Haryana Chief
Minister Shri Manohar Lal Khattar.
Expressing great satisfaction over the last eight years’ governance under the BJP-led NDA
government the Resolution said India has been marching ahead under the dynamic leadership of
PM Shri Narendra Modi on the key principles of ‘Sabka Sath and Sabka Vikas’. It pointed out that
the key drivers of the growth story of India, the sixth-largest economy in the world are and will
continue to be, the Prime Minister’s vision of Atma-Nirbharata and Garib Kalyan.
With an optimistic note it further said that the next decade is India’s decade and its story will
not be complete without ‘Atma Nirbhrarta’. In becoming an economic powerhouse, the PM’s
commitment to uplift the poor of the country will play a key role.
It concluded that both the Government and the Bharatiya Janata Party will dedicate all their
efforts and energy to reclaim Indian economy’s rightful place in the comity of nations. Here, we
are publishing the full text of the Economic and Garib Kalyan Resolution:

Over the last eight years of the government under
the Bharatiya Janata Party-led National Democratic
Alliance with Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi at
the helm, India has been marching ahead on the
key principles of ‘Sabka Sath and Sabka Vikas’. The
key drivers of the growth story of India, the sixthlargest economy in the world, are, and will continue
to be, the Prime Minister’s vision of Atma-Nirbharata
and Garib Kalyan. India has indeed shown speedy
growth since PM Shri Narendra Modi came to power
in 2014. The massive growth achieved in these eight
years was the outcome of the Prime Minister’s vision.
We remember his victory speech barely a few hours
after the sweeping win in the 2014 general election.

One thing that stood was his promise for inclusive
growth. He knew he had to make structural changes
in the delivery system. During the Congress regime
the schemes and policies were mostly on paper.
There were holes in its delivery system. Pilferage was
common. But Shri Modi’s government implemented
policies and programmes on the ground. His delivery
system included last mile delivery. The secret of this
success is the Prime Minister’s mantra of ‘Sab Ka
Sath, Sab Ka Vikas’, growth for all. The government
schemes and programmes during the Congress
regime were selective, they were often targeted at
selected groups or caste who were their vote bank.
The BJP government under the leadership of Shri
16-31 July, 2022 I KAMAL SANDESH I 11

more than 191 crore vaccine doses in 1½ years,
Unlike the polio vaccine, for which India had to wait for
30 years after it was discovered abroad, for Covid-19,
India not only developed its own indigenous Covid-19
vaccine called Covaxin almost immediately, but also
produced together with it, on a partnership basis,
Covishield, the vaccine developed abroad. Upholding
the government’s motto of Vasudaiva Kutumbakam,
India exported vaccines to about 100 nations.
Health infrastructure was vital for containing
both mortality and morbidity through the pandemic
and this infrastructure was ramped up rapidly in the
last couple of years. For example, the number of
beds in Intensive Care Units (ICU) in the country was
Five areas have been chosen by Prime
increased from 2,168 in March 2020 to 1.39 lakh by
Minister Shri Modi for pushing India
January 2022. During the same reference period, with
towards the self-reliance goals:
similar increases in number of isolation beds, oxygen• Economy – An economy that brings quantum supported beds, Pressure Swing Absorption (PSA)
plants (oxygen plants) across
jump,
not
incremental
the country, and manufacturing
change.
The concept of Prime Minister Shri
capacity for Personal Protective
• Infrastructure
–
An
Equipment (PPE) kit, it was a
infrastructure that becomes
Modi’s self-reliant India is based on
robust transformation of the
the hallmark of modern India
‘Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam’.- when
country’s health infrastructure.
to attract foreign investments
India talks about self-reliance, it does
• System – A system that
not advocate for a self-centred system ECONOMIC REVIVAL –
involves adopting modern
INITIATIVES AND MACROtechnology and increasing
OUTLOOK
the use of digital technology
in the society.
Covid-19 disrupted economic activity not only
• Demography – Making best use of our Its vibrant in India but also across almost all the countries in
and young demography.
the world. Fears of infection affected labour force
• Demand – We have a large domestic market and participation as well as employers’ willingness to
demand segment, which needs to be tapped to its engage workers. In many cases, to contain the spread
full potential.
of infection, lockdowns imposed by governments
affected economic activity. In an interconnected
COVID RELIEF AND RECOVERY
world, output disruption in one location broke down
Soon after assuming office, along with the entire the supply-chain and affected economic activity in a
world during the Covid-19 pandemic, India faced host of locations. With efficient management of the
unprecedented challenges of a global pandemic. India pandemic, rate of growth of GDP at constant prices
not only succeeded in safeguarding its own people in India which had gone down to -6.6 per cent in
and extending a helping hand to almost 100 nations, 2020-21, grew by an estimated 8.7 per cent in 2021but also emerged stronger. Efficient administration, 22. There are palpable signs of a resurgence in the
well-calibrated policy responses and an unwavering housing market.
Since the onset of the pandemic and Ukraine
commitment to serve 1.35 billion citizens underpinned
war, our government has taken many extraordinary
the success.
The vaccine production and rollout program is measures. We have launched schemes and taken
a remarkable success story, and India administered measures to benefit ordinary men and women of this
Modi ensured government schemes are meant for all.
Another paradigm shift in PM Modi’s thinking was
to make India self-reliant or Atma Nirbhar.
Prime Minister Modi exuded confidence that
we have the resources, we have the manpower, we
have the best talent in the world. We will make the
best products; improve the quality of ‘Made in India’
products and even more. The concept of Prime Minister
Shri Modi’s self-reliant India is based on ‘Vasudhaiv
Kutumbakam’.- when India talks about self-reliance, it
does not advocate for a self-centred system. In India’s
self-reliance, there is also concern for the happiness,
cooperation and peace for the whole world.
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great country directly. We have taken steps to give a textile, LED light and automotive products. Scheme
worth Rs. 1.97 lakh crore for 13 key sectors is being
leg up to small businesses
And of course all this needed a big injection of implemented with a large potential to create jobs
funds. Our PM has safeguarded the future of this in the manufacturing sector. Our government has
country by launching some long term schemes. We acknowledged the dependency on global players for
salute the wisdom and farsightedness of our PM who supply of micro chips. We are pleased to mention that
has ensured that we do not spend beyond our means PM Modi has taken initiative and given strong push
and do not punch above our weight to ensure that both for manufacturing of micro chip to meet the growing
Debt/GDP ratio and path to fiscal prudence remains demand of IT without depending on import.
Under the Emergency Credit Line Guarantee
within the stated parameters of our government.
Many have cherished the goal of India’s buoyant Scheme (ECLGS) for Medium, Small and Micro
export performance. There are signs of this goal being Enterprises (MSMEs), the government sanctioned
achieved. Services exports in 2021-22 grew by 21.3 Rs. 3.19 lakh crore. Rs. 1.8 lakh crore worth of assets
per cent to achieve the target of $250 billion. India’s were saved from becoming non-performing assets
overall exports (merchandise and services combined) (NPAs). This support by the government saved 13.5
in 2021-22 increased by 34.5 per cent to reach $669.65 lakh MSMEs in the country which are vital for India’s
billion. The value of iron and steel exports increased industrial growth. The scheme not only provided
from $7.64 billion in 2013-2014 to $19.25 billion in financial cushioning to small and medium-scale
enterprises but also saved
2021-2022. Similarly, export of
1.5 crores of jobs resulting
electronic goods grew by 88
in saving livelihood of nearly
per cent in 8 years since 2013The
Prime
Minister,
having
reviewed
6 crore people. The Reserve
14, that of tractors grew by 72
the human resources in all government Bank of India in its Financial
per cent and of engineering
Stability Report of June 2022
goods by 49 per cent. Exports
departments, has promised to create
said that the gross NPA ratio in
of mobile telephones increased
10 lakh government jobs
March 2022 fell to a six-year low
from around Rs. 1,300 crore in
of 5.9 per cent.
2017-18 to about Rs. 43,000
Another project that looks far
crore in 2021-22.
The government has maintained growth with strong into the future is PM GatiShakti - National Master Plan
macroeconomic fundamentals and this soundness is for Multi-modal Connectivity. This Rs. 100 lakh crore
adequately reflected in investor sentiments. There multi-modal connectivity plan will provide integrated
have been large increases in the number of registered and seamless connectivity for the movement of people,
investors. Foreign investors, like their domestic goods and services from one mode of transport to
counterparts, have expressed their confidence by another. It will facilitate the last mile connectivity of
investing increasingly large sums. FDI inflows touched infrastructure and also reduce travel time for people.
a high of $83.5 billion in 2021-22. Prior to 2014, the The sheer scale of this project means that thousands
of jobs will be created in the infrastructure sector.
previous high was $36.5 billion in 2013-14.
The Prime Minister, having reviewed the human
Credit extended by Scheduled Commercial
Banks (SCBs) grew by 8.6 per cent in 2021-22. The resources in all government departments, has promised
recovery of credit growth to pre-pandemic levels to create 10 lakh government jobs. Government
is an encouraging sign and is likely to accelerate announcement to recruit in “mission mode” will help
overall economic growth. Some schemes have been job seekers in sectors such as defence, railways
launched keeping in mind future opportunities and and revenue. The Agnipath scheme proposed by the
building of ‘New India’. Some scheme such as The Government will give a unique opportunity to the youth
Production Linked Incentive(PLI) scheme that pushes not only to fulfil their dream of joining the armed forces
job-intensive manufacturing, It propels manufacturing and serving the nation, but also empower, discipline
in various sectors like large-scale electronics, solar, and skill them.
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The Government has maintained reasonable price Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank.
stability in the last eight years. Recently, there has
been upward pressure on prices of commodities and UPLIFT THE FARMING COMMUNITY AND
crude oil due to disruption in supply chain globally. It IMPROVE THEIR EASE OF LIVING
has resulted in both Consumer Price Index (CPI) and
Kisan Samman Nidhi is a game changer - About
Wholesale Price Index (WPI) going up compared to 1.82 lakh crores given to 11.78 crore farmers in 10
previous months. The western world is experiencing installments so far directly into their accounts
the highest inflation in last 40 year. Despite high
In the five years from 2009 to 2014 (Manmohan
inflation in other countries and the geostrategic government), there was a marginal increase of 8.5
uncertainties, our Government has taken measures percent in the agriculture budget.
including repeatedly reducing the petrol and diesel
At the same time, after the coming of Shri Narendra
prices to maintain reasonable price stability. Inflation Modi government, between 2014 and 2019, about 38
under Modi government is much lower than what India percent in the agriculture budget has increased. This
has seen during UPA regime when it has exceeded figure is a proof of the farmer-friendly intention, policy
even 11%.
and leadership of the Modi government.
Goods and Services Tax (GST), introduced with
the idea of “One Nation, One Market, One Tax,” has ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF SOCIAL SECURITY
been acclaimed as the largest indirect tax reform in SCHEMES
the history of India. Introduced
Over decades, governments
to have a uniform tax on the
have
been struggling with
Goods and Services Tax (GST),
supply of goods and services
half-hearted approaches to
introduced with the idea of “One
across the country, GST
addressing complex distributive
Nation, One Market, One Tax,” has
eliminated the multiplicity and
justice and intergenerational
been acclaimed as the largest indirect social security problems. The
cascading effects of taxes.
It is a good measure of the
BJP government has made
tax reform in the history of India
economy’s growth and it is a
policy-making
inherently
matter of some satisfaction that
inclusive of the poorest sections
GST collections exceeded Rs. 1.68 lakh crore in April of our society. At national and international forums, the
2022. Significant efforts in audits and analytics have Prime Minister has been the first to focus sharply on
also led to a drive against tax evaders, inculcating issues such as sanitation which is central to the wella tax compliance culture. Going forward, it will be being of the rural population. The design and effective
important to maintain the momentum and improve the implementation of nationwide schemes like Swacch
tax compliance culture.
Bharat, Ujjwala, PM Awas Yojna, Saubhagya, and Jal
Jeevan Mission have ensured that the lives of millions
POVERTY ALLEVIATION
of poor people have been radically transformed. Their
Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana ease of living has improved manifold.
Jal Jeevan Mission aims to install tapped water in
(PMGKAY) was one of the largest national poverty
alleviation schemes started in the backdrop of COVID. all households. The mission is aggressively working
Under this scheme 80 crore people were given free for the betterment of ‘quality of life’ and enhanced
ration for 25 months. The scheme has been under ‘ease of living’ for women who spend long, tiresome
implementation since April 2020 and is the largest food hours every day collecting water. 83 districts in
security program in the world. Under the scheme, the the country have already become ‘Har Ghar Jal’
government has spent Rs. 2.60 lakh crore so far and districts. Households with tap water connections
another Rs. 80,000 crores will be spent over the next have exponentially increased in the past two years.
6 months until September 2022. PMGKAY has played They have risen to over 9 crore which is 47.19 per
a pivotal role in reducing extreme poverty, a role cent of households an increase close to 17 per cent.
which has been recognised even by the International This mission will be completed by 2024 when all the
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households in the country will have safe tapped water. concomitant leakages. Furthermore, as part of the
Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana has provided Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Package, more than 14
concessional LPG connections, thus according crores of free LPG refills were provided to the Prime
women greater dignity by way of ownership of Minister UjjwalaYojana beneficiaries during COVID-19.
an amenity. The Ujjwala Yojana affords women a India has experienced a silent digital revolution in
smoke-free environment and alleviates the drudgery terms of explosion in real-time transaction. In 2021,
of collecting fuelwood, saving them time and health the number of real-time transactions 48.6 billion in
issues. Lower subsidy allocation for LPG in Budget India were almost three times that of China, and almost
2022-23 is a heartening indication of a near 99 per seven-times greater than the combined real-time
cent saturation of LPG penetration in India. These payments in US, Canada, UK, France and Germany.
are long strides towards decreasing the carbon
intensity of the country as announced by the Prime SUPPORTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Minister in the Climate Change Conference (COP26)
PM-SVANidhi is a unique scheme to help India’s
at Glasgow.
grassroots entrepreneurial spirit. Under the scheme,
Social welfare schemes like Ayushman Bharat and loans were sanctioned to 31.9 lakh street vendors.
Swacch Bharat Abhiyan keep households from falling Rs. 30,000 crore were provided to Scheduled Castes
into the trap of health poverty. This accomplishment (SC), Scheduled Tribe (ST) and women through Standup India scheme. Under the
goes unnoticed as it’s a product
Mudra scheme, approximately
of prevention rather than cure.
Social welfare schemes like
35 crores loans have been
Ayushman Bharat guarantees
Ayushman Bharat and Swacch Bharat sanctioned.
quality medical care to the
Abhiyan keep households from falling
The Indian start-up ecopoorest 500 million Indians with
system has livened up with
a health insurance coverage of
into the trap of health poverty
improvements in ease of doing
Rs 5 lakh per family annually.
business and unleashing of the
FINANCIAL AND DIGITAL
inherent Indian entrepreneurial talents. This is manifest
INCLUSIVITY
in the large number of Indian companies entering the
Financial and digital inclusivity were addressed coveted billion- dollar unicorn category.
early with the launch of the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan
Yojana and Digital India. Over 55 per cent of all Jan CONCLUSION
Dhan bank accounts are held by women, benefiting
The next decade is India’s decade and its story will
over 24.42 crore women. A study conducted by not be complete without Atma Nirbhrarta. To become
NABARD showed that, out of 11 million bank-linked an economic powerhouse, the PM’s commitment to
self-help groups, exclusive women self-help groups uplift the poor of the country will play a key role. The
are 9.7 million. With control over their own bank Covid-19 pandemic wreaked havoc across the globe
accounts, these women have access to an array of and slowed down the global economy. All advanced
banking tools.
economies are struggling to get back on the growth
The JAM trinity that is Jan Dhan account, Aadhaar trajectory. India, because of its stellar management of
and mobile together, is providing tremendous financial the pandemic and well-thought-out policy response,
autonomy to women. These robust and nationally is well on its path to recovery. According to IMF
executed policies paid off in times of dire need like projections, India will grow by 8.2 per cent in the
the COVID-19. Rs 30,944 crore (Rs. 500 over three coming fiscal year.
months) was disbursed to women as Direct Benefit
This is the most promising growth outlook among
Transfers through Jan Dhan accounts. The JAM trinity all economies, including emerging economies. Both
has also ensured that benefits from more than 400 the Government and the Bharatiya Janata Party will
government schemes are transferred directly to the dedicate all their efforts and energy to reclaim Indian
beneficiaries’ accounts without any intermediaries and economy’s rightful place in the comity of nations.
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RESOLUTION-II

BJP National Executive meeting-2022

‘INCREDIBLE ACHIEVEMENTS,
UNIMAGINABLE TRANSFORMATION
IN LAST EIGHT YEARS’
Political RESOLUTION

T

he Political Resolution was moved by Union Home Minister Shri Amit Shah at the BJP
National Executive meeting 2022 in Hyderabad, Telangana on 02-03 July, 2022. This
resolution was seconded by Karnataka Chief Minister Shri Basavaraj Somappa Bommai
and Assam Chief Minister Shri Himanta Biswa Sarma. The Political Resolution highlighted
that how India today; is imbued with a newfound confidence, making it emerge as a leading
force globally. Whether it is the COVID-19 pandemic, any natural calamity or even war, India is
always ready to extend help to countries in crisis.
The National Executive also commended the Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi for
his visionary and dynamic leadership in providing policies dedicated to the welfare of the poor,
oppressed, exploited and deprived sections of society while focusing on the empowerment of
women and youth, many innovative programmes were launched, transforming their lives in a
major way. We are publishing the Political Resolution for our esteemed readers:

A nation brimming with self-confidence is
moving rapidly towards the goals of ‘Ek Bharat,
Sheshtha Bharat’. India’s last eight years have been
filled with incredible achievements, unimaginable
transformation, and incredible performance at all
levels. Today, India is imbued with a newfound
confidence, making it emerge as a leading force
globally. Whether it is the COVID-19 pandemic,
any natural calamity or even war, India is always
ready to extend help to countries in crisis. The way
India helped other countries during the COVID-19
pandemic has been applauded and acknowledged
all over the world.
The nation started treading on the path of good
governance and development as the politics of
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performance gained legitimacy, resulting in huge
mandates even in state elections across the country.
The pledge towards building ‘Ek Bharat, Shreshtha
Bharat’ started showing results, and the mantra of
‘Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas, Sabka
Prayas’ started inspiring everyone to contribute to
the nation building process. A massive churning can
be seen on the ground. The BJP-led NDA has got a
mandate from election to election and people have
given an even bigger mandate in 2019. A confident
nation started taking huge strides towards its destiny.
As Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi committed
his government to the welfare of the poor, oppressed,
exploited, and deprived sections of society while
focusing on the empowerment of women and youth,

many innovative programmes were launched, supported the BJP for the second consecutive term.
transforming their lives in a major way. Rural life, In Manipur, the BJP government was re-elected with
agriculture, farmers and labourers became the core a comfortable majority, and in Goa, the BJP has got
of these welfare programmes, aiming to make them the required numbers to form the government in the
valuable partners in the onward march of the nation. state.
From Panchayat to Parliament, from West to
Even during the COVID-19 pandemic, the Garib
Kalyan Anna Yojana was launched, ensuring food East and from North to South, the BJP is getting the
security for the poorest of the poor while extending blessings of the people everywhere. Just a few days
help to women, divyaangs, senior citizens, and ago, the BJP set a new record by winning all 26 seats
in the Karbi Anglong Autonomous District Council
migrant labourers.
One of the most notable achievements was to of Assam. Similarly, the BJP-JJP alliance has won
launch ‘Made in India’ vaccines and make them 25 seats out of 46 municipal corporation elections
available to everyone for free, which helped in in Haryana. In the Tamil Nadu local body elections
containing the pandemic in a big way. In the face too, the BJP got an unexpected victory in 308
of every challenge, India was able to find a solution seats, winning 22 seats in municipal elections, 56 in
under the strong and dynamic leadership of Prime municipalities, and 230 in district panchayats, and the
Minister Shri Narendra Modi. From the welfare of the BJP has become the third largest party in Tamil Nadu.
poorest of the poor to the emergence of a strong and People have given their blessings to the BJP in the
Legislative Council elections of
confident India in every field
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka
– be it agriculture, renewable
energy, climate change, startOne of the most notable achievements and Maharashtra. In the recent
Rajya Sabha elections also,
ups, defence or space – India
was to launch ‘Made in India’
the BJP has had more success
is making its presence felt
vaccines and make them available to
than expected. Along with this,
everywhere. As the path for
everyone for free, which helped in
the BJP has had huge success
an ‘Aatmnirbhar Bharat’ is
being paved, a ‘New India’ is
containing the pandemic in a big way in the Lok Sabha and Assembly
by-elections as well.
emerging.
The
overwhelming
BJP GETTING HUGE SUPPORT ACROSS THE
blessings which the BJP continues to receive from
COUNTRY
the people under the dynamic and charismatic
The huge support of the people across India has leadership of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi is
once again been reflected in the massive mandate a new phenomenon in Indian politics, defying the
that the people have given to the BJP in the recently three decades of political instability in the country.
held assembly elections. In the four out of five states The massive win in these four geographically and
that went to the polls, the BJP has not only emerged demographically distinct states shows that the politics
victorious but also scripted a history of its governments of good governance, development, and performance
getting re-elected after successfully completing has now created a lasting niche in the heart of Indian
their terms. In Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Manipur, politics.
and Goa, people have re-elected full-majority BJP
governments, ending an era of political instability in HISTORIC DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT
these states.
With the historic decision of the Supreme Court on
For the first time in decades in Uttar Pradesh, the Gujarat riots, the dictum of ‘Satyamev Jayate’ has
the same party government was reelected and a once again proven to be true. It is now fully established
chief minister got a people’s positive mandate after that attempts were made to maliciously target
completing the full term, that too with more than two- the then Chief Minister of the state, Shri Narendra
thirds majority. In Uttarakhand, people broke the Modi, in the Gujarat riots on the basis of a political
trend of voting differently every five years and strongly conspiracy. As part of the vendetta politics of the
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Congress-led opposition, some so-called NGOs and and are victims of ideological, opportunistic, and
‘intellectuals’ and even a section of the foreign-run corrupt political culture. They want to stop the
media, forming a complete ‘ecosystem’ were the part pace of development of the country by opposing
of the conspiracy. While enduring false allegations, every constructive step of Hon’ble Prime Minister
baseless charges and malicious propaganda for Shri Narendra Modi, blocking the laws passed by
years, he never let his faith in the Indian Constitution, Parliament whilebacking the politics of mob rule on
judicial process and judicial system of the country be the streets. This is the reason why the Congress
shaken, and finally he came out unscathed from all led opposition is continuously losing the trust of the
kinds of ordeals. The way the Hon’ble Prime Minister people.
While the nation was unitedly facing the challenges
has demonstrated political tolerance, maturity,
large-heartedness and faith in democracy and the of the pandemic, some opposition parties were busy
constitution for years is an example for Indian social scoring political points through false propaganda
life. For this, the BJP National Executive salutes him and baseless campaigns. The nation will never
forget the way the Congress and other opposition
and extends its heartfelt greetings to him.
It should be noted that the Hon’ble Prime Minister parties tried to break the morale of the nation by
previously came out clean from all levels of court instilling fear, suspicion, and negativity in the hearts
judgments—from district to high court and now of people by questioning the nation’s capability and
Supreme Court. This decision of the Hon’ble Supreme by maligning “Made in India” vaccines. Whenever
there was any crisis in the
Court has also exposed a large
country or any action taken
political conspiracy against
in the national interest, the
the Hon’ble Prime Minister, as
While the nation was unitedly facing
Congress and its allies raised
the Hon’ble Supreme Court
the challenges of the pandemic,
questions. Whether it was the
has ordered strict legal action
some opposition parties were busy
surgical strike by the army, air
against these conspirators.
scoring political points through false
strike or any moment of bravery
The Bharatiya Janata Party
and valour of the Indian army
wholeheartedly welcomes this
propaganda and baseless campaigns
on the border, Congress and its
decision of the Supreme Court
allies are always seen standing
and supports strict legal action
against the guilty. Simultaneously, this executive on opposite poles. Today, when the Congress
strongly condemns such conspiratorial vendetta President and its former President are questioned
politics and demands that Congress and its allies by the investigating agencies, the entire Congress
immediately apologise to the entire nation for their opposes it by taking to the streets, but if there is
any issue of national interest, the Congress party
complicity in this heinous conspiracy.
is seen opposing the nation itself. Due to dynastic
NEGATIVE POLITICS OF CONGRESS LED
politics, Congress has become synonymous with
OPPOSITION
unprincipled, opportunistic, and corrupt politics in the
It is extremely unfortunate that the parties that country. There is no doubt that a party that does not
were in power for years are today not playing the practise internal democracy can never understand
role of a constructive opposition as envisaged the real meaning of democracy. In desperation,
under the Constitution of India and are continuously Congress is pushing itself to its own destruction.
violating democratic norms. To serve its politically The Congress today stands with the ‘tukde-tukde
vested interests, it is resorting to the politics of lies gang’ by collaborating with the divisive elements in
and deception. It seems that it neither has faith in the the country and wants to spread confusion in the
Constitution of India, nor has faith in the people of the country. While Pakistan takes recourse to Congress
country, nor does it have faith in democratic values. leaders’ statements in its statements against India,
The Congress and its allies are deeply immersed in Congress leaders do not shy away from referring to
the politics of dynasty, casteism, and regionalism Kashmir as a matter of the United Nations. Many of
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his statements provoke other countries to interfere
in India’s internal affairs and raise questions about
India’s sovereignty.
It is extremely unfortunate that in many oppositionruled states the ‘perpetually pessimistic’ opposition
has been opposing implementation of welfare
schemes of the Central Government like Ayushman
Yojana, thus depriving the citizenry of the country of
the benefits accruing to them. Today, dynastic politics
has become a threat to the parties functioning on
principles and high ideals. It is highly unfortunate
that many political parties of the country have also
surrendered to the anti-democratic dynastic politics,
casteism and regionalism.

first woman from the Scheduled Tribes community to
be elected as the President of India. This is a historic
occasion when all of us are getting the privilege of
electing a woman President from the tribal community
of the country for the first time. It is a proud moment
for the entire nation. Let everyone come forward to
make an important contribution in this yagya.

INCLUSIVE GOVERNANCE AND WELFARE OF THE
POOR

As BJP Karyakartas observed, ‘Samajik Nyay
Pakhwada’, the resolve to serve the poorest of
the poor, deprived, exploited, and marginalised
sections of society got reinforced through various
programmes across the nation. The BJP has always
EMPOWERMENT AND REPRESENTATION
been committed to the principles of ‘Antyodaya’
With the nomination of Shri Ram Nath Kovind for and believes that in the upliftment of the last man
the post of President in the year 2017 and now with the in society lies the development of the entire nation.
A large number of innovative
nomination of Smt. Draupadi
schemes under the visionary
Murmu, Prime Minister Shri
and charismatic leadership of
Narendra Modi has proved that
It is highly unfortunate that many
Prime Minister Shri Narendra
the BJP is concerned about
political parties of the country
Modi are transforming the
political representation and
have also surrendered to the antilives of the poorest of the
empowerment of all weaker
democratic dynastic politics, casteism poor, opening new avenues
and backward communities,
of opportunities for the
including Scheduled Castes
and regionalism
marginalised and deprived,
and Scheduled Tribes in the
making life easier for women,
country.
The BJP-led NDA alliance has honoured the youth, tribals and scheduled caste people while
entire women and tribal community of the country assuring a life of dignity and equity for every section
by announcing Smt. Draupadi Murmu’s candidature of society.
The last eight years have seen a huge jump in
for the top post of the country and has strengthened
the principle of all-inclusive politics in the country. electricity access, sanitation access, access to
While discharging many responsibilities in public life, drinking water, clean cooking fuel, bank accounts
Smt. Draupadi Murmu, who had to struggle against and mobile phones, enhancing the ‘Ease of Living’
poverty and adversity in her life, by serving the poor, of the masses. The reduction of extreme poverty in
deprived, oppressed, and neglected, represents an the nation, even amid the pandemic, speaks volumes
excellent example to be emulated in society. She is not about the pro-poor policies of the Modi government.
only a symbol of women power, but also represents A large number of schemes like Ujjwala, PM Jan
the oppressed of this country. Her administrative Dhan Yojana, Ayushman Bharat Yojana, PM Kisan
experience, sensitivity, and efficiency will surely adorn Samman Nidhi, Crop Insurance Scheme, MSP 1.5
time of the investment, record procurement under
the President’s post.
This National Executive of the Bharatiya Janata MSP, bringing new crops under MSP, Soil Health
Party appeals to all the political parties of the Card, Neem Coated Urea, Garib Kalyan Yojana, PM
country, all the members of the electoral college of Awas, and Jal Jeevan Mission are transforming the
the Presidential elections, to vote unitedly in favour lives of the poorest of the poor, bringing huge relief
of Smt. Draupadi Murmu and support the country’s to SC, ST, OBCs, women, youth, and the deprived
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sections of the society.
participation in the Indo-Nordic Summit, QUAD, and
If these achievements are seen in the context of G-7 has not only broken new ground but also shows
the two years of the COVID-19 pandemic, which led India’s willingness to proactively forge partnerships
to an unprecedented global crisis at various levels, in new areas. The new dynamism currently seen
then these achievements appear to be extraordinary in India’s foreign policy reflects its commitment to
and amazing. It was a challenge that appeared shouldering responsibilities on global issues while
insurmountable in India, but under the strong creating partnerships with various countries at different
and determined leadership of Prime Minister Shri levels. It represents an India booming with newfound
Narendra Modi, the nation not only tried to convert confidence under the visionary leadership of Prime
these challenges into opportunities but also led from Minister Shri Narendra Modi as it has come out of
the front in helping many needy countries across the cold war hangovers by engaging with every country
world. The entire world witnessed India’s firm resolve without reservations. The partnership with these
to fight the crisis when, for the first time, “Made in European nations is set to boost India’s prospects in
India” vaccines were produced in large quantities various fields in the coming days while meeting the
in India itself within a record time. It resulted in the requirements of these partnering countries.
success of the world’s largest and fastest vaccination
In the last two years of the COVID-19 pandemic,
programme, which was able to provide more than India has emerged as a major global leader. It not only
95% of India’s huge population with at least one dose successfully faced the challenges of the pandemic
of vaccine within months. The
but actively helped other needy
opposition, which claimed
countries in their time of crisis by
that it would take 15 years to
providing medicines, PPE kits,
Innumerable initiatives during the
vaccinate everyone in India,
oxygen, vaccines, and medical
COVID-19 pandemic, has further
is now speechless after
equipment. The manner in
strengthened the faith of people in
200 Crore doses have been
which
different
countries
the indefatigable leadership of
administered in less than a
appealed to Prime Minister
year and a half. Not only this,
Shri Narendra Modi to take the
PM Shri Narendra Modi
these “Made in India” vaccines
initiative in resolving the crisis
were made available to other
due to the Russia-Ukraine war
needy countries, making India a leading country in the and the way Russia-Ukraine gave a window during
fight against the pandemic. The free ration, various the war so as to facilitate the evacuation of Indians
assistance to the vulnerable section of the society, from the war zones shows the growing stature of India
the Seva-Hi-Sangathan programme by millions of at the global level. Apart from helping other countries
dedicated BJP karyakartas, the selfless commitment in their time of crisis, whether be it the COVID-19
of doctors, nurses, paramedics, administrative staff, pandemic or any natural calamity, India has made
and Corona warriors, and the call of “Aatmnirbhar five commitments at COP 26 on climate change and
Bharat” by the PM, launching innumerable initiatives is working actively to fulfil those commitments. India’s
during the COVID-19 pandemic, has further initiative to establish an ‘International Solar Alliance’
strengthened the faith of people in the indefatigable is winning accolades all over the world. Today, India,
leadership of PM Shri Narendra Modi and the selfless under the dynamic leadership of Prime Minister Shri
commitment of the BJP karyakartas. The people of Narendra Modi, is sharing global responsibilities
India are not only proud of these achievements, but and emerging as a new hope for the world. The
they are also confident of meeting any challenges foreign visits made by Shri Narendra Modi ji have
that come their way as they strive for a brighter future. strengthened the global standing of India and have
acted as a catalyst amongst the Indian diaspora.
INDIA EMERGES ON THE WORLD FORUM
There is a sense of reignited pride amongst the
The recent visit of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Indian community and they feel further attached to
Modi to Germany, Denmark, France, Japan, and UAE; the chord of “Indianness” that binds us all. There
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was that the nation adopted a major tax reform like
GST. By coordinating between different states, today
the GST Council is setting an example of healthy
democratic tradition in the whole world by taking
every decision unanimously. Today, GST has been
Pledge of a ‘New India’
fully adopted by the people of the country, the result
The nation still remembers the misrule of Congress of which we can see in the record tax collection every
led UPA government at the centre when corruption, month. This has strengthened the country’s economy,
loot and scam had become the order of the day. The freed the people from the mess of many types of
term, ‘policy paralysis’ was in vogue, with directionless taxes, and facilitated the smoothening of inter-state
governance and a leaderless government at the helm trade. Under this, the compensation amount of GST
of affairs. The scenario throughout the country was to the states has been continuously paid by the
filled with pessimism and hopelessness. Amid such centre even during the COVID-19 pandemic. Along
a scenario, the nation gave a powerful mandate to with the removal of Article 370, the enactment of
the BJP with Shri Narendra Modi as prime minister of the Citizenship Amendment Act, making stringent
the country. Today, after eight years, the nation under laws on triple talaq, implementation of ‘One Rankthe charismatic and visionary leadership of Prime One Pension’, establishment of the National War
Minister Shri Narendra Modi is scaling new heights Memorial and National Police Memorial, Bodo and
Bru-Reang Pactand many
every day.
other historic decisions; the
It is due to the untiring
Prime Minister Gatishakti, PLI,
efforts of the Prime Minister that
After
eight
years,
the
nation
under
the
Green Hydrogen, Promotion of
today, through programmes
charismatic and visionary leadership
Organic Farming, Improvement
like ‘Pragati’, various ongoing
projects in the country are
of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi in work culture, Digital India
Mission, Khelo India to give
being reviewed and speeded
is scaling new heights every day
special encouragement to
up, and projects that have
sports and Agneepath are
been pending for years are
paving the way for a ‘New
being completed. Unlike the
working style of the previous governments, many India’.
projects have been completed before their scheduled
time. We can see the result of this in the speedy CALL TO THE NATION
execution of projects like Bogibeel Bridge, Eastern
As a confident India rises on the strength of its
and Western Peripheral Expressway, and Atal Tunnel, own and with the resolve to realise the dream of
which have been completed under the leadership an ‘Aatmnirbhar Bharat’, a change with a rare kind
of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. The concept of dynamism can be seen everywhere. An India
of ‘Cooperative Federalism’ has been realised by that can face the COVID-19 pandemic for two long
establishing continuous dialogue with all the chief years without faltering even once while extending
ministers so that development and good governance a helping hand to other countries is certainly a
in the country become accessible to the people. Its new phenomenon. An India that can manufacture
most effective result can be seen in the success vaccines, an India that can turn all challenges into
achieved in controlling the corona pandemic across opportunities by launching various reforms during a
the country. Even the Padma awards have been crisis, an India that can provide free rations to 800
completely democratised, and the hidden talents million people, care for vulnerable sections of society
and those doing unique work in the interest of the during a pandemic, and provide free vaccines to all
country have been recognised and honoured all over seems impossible to those who witnessed the UPA’s
the country.
misrule just eight years ago.It has been possible
The result of the new work culture of ‘New India’ under the dynamic and visionary leadership of
is no doubt that the agreements signed with these
nations will further build an enduring partnership with
Europe while opening new areas of opportunity for all
the partnering countries.
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Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, who has inspired
millions of committed BJP karyakartas and selfless
people across the country through his tireless efforts.
The result is that a new India has emerged, which no
longer languishes behind but completes the target
before the appointed time. As India realises its inner
strength, the goals of ‘Aatmnirbhar Bharat’ are now
not difficult to achieve.
For the development of Maharashtra and the
welfare of the people of the state, the Bharatiya
Janata Party has supported Shri Eknath Shinde as
Chief Minister and Shri Devendra Nath Fadnavis has
taken oath as Deputy Chief Minister from the BJP.
Due to the opportunistic and unprincipled alliance of
‘Maha Vikas Aghadi’ in the state, the development
of Maharashtra was stopped and the people were
facing massive corruption and misgovernance. This
step has once again proven that the BJP never craves
power but believes in serving the people selflessly
and working for their welfare. With the goal of serving
the people of Maharashtra under the leadership of
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, we will again take
the state forward on the path of development and
good governance.
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After independence, the BJP emerged as the only
party that demanded and supported many reforms
in the interest of democracy and implemented them
whenever given a chance in the government so that
the democratic systems of the country could be
strengthened even more. As a political party that
draws inspiration from the country’s glorious past, the
BJP is determined to create a 21st century India with
strong infrastructure, providing immense opportunities
for youth and development of every sector through
futuristic policies. Today, the country is moving forward
with the positive politics of the Bharatiya Janata Party
while defeating the negative politics of the Congress
led opposition election after election. The Bharatiya
Janata Party calls upon the people of the country
to completely defeat the divisive, opportunistic,
unprincipled, and corrupt politics of dynasty, casteism,
and regionalism and promote development, good
governance, and ‘politics of performance’ even more.
Strengthen and unite in favour of an all-inclusive
politics of welfare for the poor.

Bharat Mata ki Jai!
VandeMataram!!

TAKE COUNTRY FROM APPEASEMENT
TO FULFILLMENT: NARENDRA MODI

T

PM’s CONCLUDING ADDRESS

he two-day National Executive Committee meeting of
Bharatiya Janata Party concluded in Hyderabad on 03
July, 2022. Addressing the concluding session of the
meeting, Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi exhorted
party leaders and Karyakartas to strive for fulfilling the dream of
resurgent India.
Briefing media after the meeting, senior BJP leader Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad referred to various
points raised by the Prime Minister in his speech. During his speech Shri Narendra Modi said
that the campaign to unite India was initiated by Sardar Patel in Bhagyanagar. Shri Modi told the
BJP leaders that their aim should be to take India from “appeasement to fulfilment”. The Prime
Minister emphasised the need to adopt the path of fulfilment by ending appeasement. We are
publishing the highlights of PM’s speech for our esteemed readers:
PM Shri Narendra Modi said that the campaign to
unite India was initiated by Sardar Patel in Bhagyanagar.
“Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel laid the foundation of ‘Ek
Bharat’ (United India) by integrating the region into the
Union and it is the BJP’s historical obligation to build
‘Shreshtha Bharat’”.
• Everything that is good in the country belongs to
every Indian. The BJP believes in this philosophy and
that is why it celebrates leaders like Patel, who was
a Congress stalwart and paid tributes to every Prime
Minister through a museum dedicated to all previous
PMs.
• The Prime Minister also hit back at opposition parties
for questioning the BJP’s democratic credentials
and asked what is the status of democracy within
their organisations.
• BJP government has worked for everyone and
nearly 200 crore Covid vaccines doses were given to
people for free across the country.
• India’s exports have surged and the country has
received record FDI.
• PM Shri Narendra Modi also called upon party
workers to strive to make India “shreshtha” (great)
and emphasised on qualities such as restraint,
balanced outlook and coordination among them.
• BJP’s goal should be to take the country from
“tushtikaran” to “triptikaran”. “This will lead to ‘sabka

•

•

•

•

•

•

vikas’.
He called for taking out “Sneh Yatra” which,
BJP leader Ravi Shankar Prasad said in a press
conference, will be aimed at boosting affection and
coordination in society by reaching out to different
sections of people.
Taking aim at the opposition, PM Shri Modi said
the country was fed up with dynastic politics and
dynastic parties and added that it would be difficult
for them to survive long.
Emphasising on the need for party workers to stay
connected to people, he said they should not make
fun at the parties which are in terminal decline and
instead learn from their mistakes.
Opposition parties are in a very bad shape. We
should learn from their state as to what shortcomings
and failings caused their fall. They drifted from people
and continue to do so. We have to keep ourselves
away from the reasons of their decline.
The Prime Minister asked the party leaders to tap the
enormous diversity in the country to bring them into
the realm of the BJP with a attitude of pro-People
and Pro-good governance.
Shri Modi appreciated the party cadres especially
from states of Telangana, West Bengal and Kerala
for their firm resolve to serve in politics despite facing
several challenges.
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Draft Press Statement on Telangana

‘TRS failed miserably on all fronts in Telengana’

T

he National Executive meeting of the Bharatiya Janata Party held at Hyderabad, Telengana on
02-03 July, 2022 expressed its deep concern over the severe deterioration across all matrices
and indices relating to economic, social, and human development in the state of Telangana. This
sordid degeneration that the state has witnessed over the last eight years is unparalleled and the
responsibility lies squarely with the current dispensation. We are publishing excerpts of the Draft
Press Statement on Telangana:
BJP spearheaded an emotional mass
movement for a separate Telangana
The struggle for the separate state of Telangana,
like the struggle for the liberation of Hyderabad
Samsthan to ensure its merger with the Indian Union,
is one of the momentous episodes in the postindependent history of India.
The collective will of the people of Telangana,
amply supported by a constructive struggle of the
BJP, created a compelling situation which led to the
formation of Telangana state in 2014.
The struggle for the separate state of Telangana is
inextricably linked to the emotions of the people.
In due appreciation of the struggle and the
sacrifices made by the people, the BJP endorsed the
demand for a separate state in 2006, when Sri Rajnath
Singh was the President of the party. Further, the BJP
as a policy has supported Babasaheb Ambedkar’s
vision of smaller states, as they are amenable to faster
development, better administration, and deeper
political representation of all communities. A separate
Telangana was therefore ripe for development, as
has been proved in the case of the formation of other
states such as Chhattisgarh, Uttarakhand etc.
It is evident that the separate Telangana movement
intensified only after the BJP plunged into it with
complete earnestness and sincerity at a national
level. Late Smt. Sushma Swaraj, who in Telangana
is known as ‘chinnamma’held several rallies across
Telangana state and, made critical interventions
during the parliament to echo the mood of the then
state.
It is evident that the BJP was at the forefront of
the movement for a separate Telangana state and
Telangana became a possibility only due to its
proactive and unequivocal support.
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Neellu, Nidhulu, Niyamakalu – Unfulfilled
Aspirations
Neellu, Nidhulu, Niyamakalu (water, funds,
and filling employment vacancies) have been the
quintessential strands of the movement both in 1969
and in the second phase that lasted till the formation
of Telangana in 2014.
After eight years of the current dispensation, the
position of Telangana has become far worse. The BJP
did not support the Telangana movement to hand it
over to the whims of a family and to enable the family
to amass illicit wealth.
The TRS has failed miserably on all the three
metrics of the Telangana movement,Neellu, Nidhulu
and Niyamakalu (water, funds, and filling employment
vacancies). It would not be an exaggeration to state
that the people of Telangana feel that they have fallen
from the frying pan directly into the fire (penam lo
nunchi poyyi loki, Tave se nikle choolhe me gire)
under the present dispensation.

Modern Day Nizam and his Razakars – A need
for a new Telangana Liberation Movement
During the last eight years Telangana witnessed a
brazen and blatant attempt to perpetuate a dynasty.

The power that the son of the Chief Minister enjoys notwithstanding the callous attitude of the state
today, over and above other cabinet ministers, government. In the spirit of Co-operative Federalism,
speaks for itself. Governance is centered around the the 14th Finance Commission and the 15th Finance
family, which obviously leads to rampant corruption.
Commission recommend devolving 42% and
The law-and-order situation is dismal in the state. 41% of the central taxes to states respectively.
The leaders of the ruling party, their partners in power As a result, the amount accrued to Telangana and
and their siblings involve in heinous crimes. The Andhra Pradesh has significantly increased. In the
Police is misused to foist false cases on opposition last 9 budgets presented by the Narendra Modi
Parties. MLA’s children become Keechakas and a Government between 2014 and 2022, approximately,
drug culture has been perpetuated due to the lack of Rs. 1.30 Lakh crore has been transferred to the state
proper vigilance. In fact, Telangana has registered the of Telangana. For a comparison of the quantum of
highest number of cases under Protection of Children change, Telangana region’s share was approximately
from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO). As per the latest Rs. 30,000 crores between 2009 and 2014 in the
National Crime Record Bureau, the Crime rate against undivided state while the state received Rs. 70,000
Women stands at 95.4 per 1 Lakh population and is crores between 2014 and 2019 in the first 5 years of
among the Top-5 in the country and nearly double the Modi Sarkar.For the development of panchayats in
national rate of 56.5. Similarly, the Crime rate against Telangana, Rs.4,320 crore has been sanctioned by
children stands at 28.9 per 1 Lakh population and is the 15th Finance Commission, and Rs. 820 crore was
higher than the national rate of
released as a first installment.
28.9.
The Ramagundam Fertilizer
Telangana where all the people,
What we see in Telangana
Factory, which had been closed
especially the youth, would be happy
is
sheer
despotism,
during the Congress regime,
by way of finding opportunities for
unbridled
nepotism,
and
was reopened in 2015 by Sri
brazen arrogance, which the
employment and for the sustenance of Narendra Modi’s government.
Telangana people have always
Shri
Narendra
Modi's
lives and livelihoods
resisted.
government has allocated Rs.
Moreover, when the union
6,400 crores for the plant.
government took a policy decision to implement 10%
At the time of the formation of Telangana state in
reservation for economically backward classes in 2014, the total length of national highways was 2,511
appreciation of the fact that poverty has neither class KMs, whereas the same has increased to 4,996 KMs,
nor caste. It took more than 2.5 years for the Telangana an increase of 2,485 KMs in 2022, an increase of
government to notify reservations for Economically 99%. The Centre will be constructing a 340 KM length
weaker sections. Even now the implementation is of regional ring road outside the outer ring road at a
unsatisfactory and incomplete.
cost of Rs. 8,000 crore.
The BJP wanted a Telangana where all the
After the formation of Telangana state, the centre’s
people, especially the youth, would be happy by allocation for railways has increased considerably.
way of finding opportunities for employment and for The railways took up different projects worth Rs.
the sustenance of lives and livelihoods. However, 31,281 crores in Telangana. In Telangana, during
Telangana during the last eight years has witnessed 2014-21, 321 Km sections of new line and doubling
a complete destruction and decimation of lives and projects have been commissioned at an average rate
livelihoods.
45.86 km per year. This is 164% more than average
commissioning during 2009-14 where 17.4 Km per
Modi Government’s promise - Standing
year was commissioned.
Shoulder to Shoulder with Telangana’s
During the COVID-19 period, the Centre freely
brothers and sisters
distributed food-grains to 1.92 crore poor people
On the other hand, the union government has in Telangana. Close to 25 Lakh metric tons of rice
been making unstinting efforts to develop Telangana, was allocated for free distribution to the residents
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of Telangana at a cost of approximately Rs. 9,000
crores. The Centre had helped to the tune of Rs.
433.34 crores in financial assistance to street vendors
under the Prime Minister’s Swanidhi Scheme.
Under the Swachh Bharat Mission, more than
31.43 lakh households have been provided with
separate toilets from 2014 to date. Till 2014, only
27.45% of toilets were available in Telangana,
whereas presently Telangana is an open-defecation
free state with 100% of toilets in place. Similarly,
under the Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, 11.11 lakh
women have been allotted cooking gas connections.
During the last eight years, Rs. 1,613.64 crores have
been released for the development of BCs, SCs, and
STs in Telangana.

BJP – The real and only option for a
developed, inclusive Telangana
The BJP has been growing steadily in Telangana.
In the parliamentary elections of April 2019, the BJP
won four seats, TRS won 9, Congress won 3 seats,
and MIM retained its seat. The BJP secured 19.45%,
significantly higher than the votes it secured in

2018. Of course, the nation-wide wave in favor of Sri
Narendra Modi was the quintessential factor.
In a by-election for the Assembly segment of
Dubbaka held in October/November 2020, an area
nestled amongst the constituencies of the incumbent
Chief Minister’s son and his nephew, the BJP secured
a resounding victory.
The frustration of the Chief Minister and his cabinet
colleagues clearly reflect the fact that BJP is growing
stronger in the state. It is evident that only a double
engine government whose conviction is nation and
nation alone would be able to lend meaning to the
spirited struggle of the people of Telangana.
Under these circumstances, the BJP, with its
nation-first conviction and focus, and with an
impeccable track record of corruption-free and scamfree governance, can only understand the aspirations
and expectations of the people of Telangana.
The BJP will make an endeavor to place a
viable alternative that truly realizes the aspirations
of the martyrs before the people and eventually
convince them to throw out this dynastic and corrupt
government.

SHRADHANJALI

Himachal BJP Kisan Morcha President Rakesh Sharma no more

S

hri Rakesh Sharma (Babli),
President of the Himachal BJP
Kisan Morcha and Chairman of the
state Kamgar Board, passed away
on July 2.
Shri Sharma, who was 47 years
old, actively participated in the
Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi Parishad,
where he started his journey
in public life and shouldered
various responsibilities including
the position of ABVP Delhi State
Organisation Secretary.
He left behind his parents, wife
and two younger kids.
As Chairman, Shri Sharma had
recently participated in various
Kamgar Board programmes and
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travelled throughout the state.
The sudden demise of Shri
Rakesh Sharma Babli ji is extremely
sad, said BJP National President
Shri Jagat Prakash Nadda. His
entire life was dedicated to serving
society and the organization. I pray
to God for the departed soul and
extend my condolences to his
family.
Himachal
Pradesh
Chief
Minister Shri Jairam Thakur said,
Shri Rakesh Sharma died on
July 2 due to cardiac arrest. The
entire BJP family is mourning by
his sudden demise and paying
heartfelt tribute to the departed
soul.

s blog

PM’

My Friend, Abe San
Narendra Modi

S

hinzo Abe - an outstanding
leader of Japan, a towering
global statesman, and a
great champion of India-Japan
friendship - is not among us
anymore. Japan and the world
have lost a great visionary. And, I
have lost a dear friend.
I first met him in 2007, during
my visit to Japan as the Chief
Minister of Gujarat. Right from that
first meeting, our friendship went
beyond the trappings of office and
the shackles of official protocol.
Our visit to Toji temple in Kyoto,
our train journey on the Shinkansen,
our visit to the Sabarmati Ashram
in Ahmedabad, the Ganga
Aarati in Kashi, the elaborate
tea ceremony in Tokyo, the list
of our memorable interactions
is indeed long.
And, I will always cherish the
singular honour of having been
invited to his family home in
Yamanashi prefecture, nestled
among the foothills of Mt. Fuji.
Even when he was not the
Prime Minister of Japan between
2007 and 2012, and more recently
after 2020, our personal bond
remained as strong as ever.
Every meeting with Abe San
was intellectually stimulating. He
was always full of new ideas and
invaluable insights on governance,
economy, culture, foreign policy,
and various other subjects.
His counsel inspired me in my
economic choices for Gujarat.
And, his support was instrumental
in building Gujarat’s vibrant

partnership with Japan.
Later on, it was my privilege
to work with him to bring about
an unprecedented transformation
of the strategic partnership
between India and Japan. From a
largely narrow, bilateral economic
relationship, Abe San helped turn it
into a broad, comprehensive one,
which not only covered every field
of national endeavour, but became
pivotal for our two countries’ and
the region’s security. For him, this

was one of the most consequential
relationships for the people of our
two countries and the world. He
was resolute in pursuing the civil
nuclear agreement with India – a
most difficult one for his country –
and decisive in offering the most
generous terms for the High Speed
Rail in India. As in most important
milestones in independent India’s

journey, he ensured that Japan is
there side by side as New India
accelerates its growth.
His contribution to India-Japan
relations was richly recognised by
the conferment upon him of the
prestigious Padma Vibhushan in
2021.
Abe San had a deep insight
into the complex and multiple
transitions taking place in the
world, the vision to be ahead
of his time to see its impact on
politics, society, economy and
international relations, the wisdom
to know the choices that were to
be made, the capacity to make
clear and bold decisions even
in the face of conventions and
the rare ability to carry his
people and the world with
him. His far-reaching policies Abenomics - reinvigorated the
Japanese economy and reignited the spirit of innovation
and entrepreneurship of his
people.
Among his greatest gifts to us
and his most enduring legacy, and
one for which the world will always
be indebted, is his foresight in
recognising the changing tides
and gathering storm of our time
and his leadership in responding
to it. Long before others, he, in
his seminal speech to the Indian
Parliament in 2007, laid the ground
for the emergence of the Indo
Pacific region as a contemporary
political, strategic and economic
reality - a region that will also
shape the world in this century.
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Japan’s longest-serving former PM Shinzo Abe no more

apan’s longest-serving former Prime Minister Mr. Shinzo Abe, who
was shot on 08 July, 2022 passed away in a hospital at Kashihara
city in Nara. The 67-year-old leader was shot twice by an ex-military man
with a homemade gun. The assassination of the country’s best-known
politician happened while he was in an election campaigning for the
upper house elections.
Mr. Abe’s first
@Jagat Prakash Nadda
stint
as
Prime
Deeply saddened by the death of Shinzo Minister was brief
Abe, the former Japanese PM. My sincerest - for a little over
condolences to his family and loved ones. May his a year starting in
soul rest in peace. He will always be remembered 2006. But he made
as a visionary who served Japan relentlessly a surprising political
and worked towards strengthening India-Japan comeback in 2012,
relations..
staying in power
until 2020 when he resigned for health reasons. He
was also known for his foreign policy and a signature economic strategy that popularly came to be known as
“Abenomics”.
In a rare gesture, Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, US President Mr. Joe Biden and Australian PM Mr.
Anthony Albanese issued a joint statement on 09th July in which they recalled the key role Shinzo Abe played
in setting up of the QUAD and pushing for a free and open Indo-Pacific.
Condoling Mr. Abe’s demise PM Shri Narendra Modi declared national mourning in India on July 09.
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi also penned a touching tribute to former Japanese premier Shinzo Abe,
calling him a towering global statesman, a great champion of India-Japan friendship and a dear friend
whose counsel inspired him in his economic choices for Gujarat as the state’s then Chief Minister.
And, he led from the front
in building a framework and
architecture for its stable and
secure, peaceful and prosperous
future, based on values that he
deeply cherished – respect for
sovereignty and territorial integrity,
adherence to international law
and rules, peaceful conduct of
international relations in a spirit
of equality and shared prosperity
through
deeper
economic
engagement.
The Quad, the ASEANled forums, the Indo Pacific
Oceans Initiative, the India-Japan
Development Cooperation in the
Indo-Pacific, including Africa and
the Coalition for Disaster Resilient
Infrastructure all benefited from his
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contributions. Quietly and without
fanfare, and overcoming hesitation
at home and scepticism abroad,
he transformed Japan’s strategic
engagement, including in defence,
connectivity, infrastructure and
sustainability, across the Indo
Pacific region. For that, the region
is more optimistic about its destiny
and the world more confident
about its future.
During my Japan visit in May
this year, I had the opportunity to
meet Abe San, who had just taken
over as the Chair of the Japan-India
Association. He was his usual self energetic, captivating, charismatic
and very witty. He had innovative
ideas on how to further strengthen
the India-Japan friendship. When I

said goodbye to him that day, little
did I imagine that it would be our
final meeting.
I will always be indebted for
his warmth and wisdom, grace
and generosity, friendship and
guidance, and I will miss him
dearly.
We in India mourn his passing
as one of our own, just as he
embraced us with an open heart.
He died doing what he loved the
most – inspiring his people. His life
may have been cut short tragically,
but his legacy will endure forever.
I extend heart-felt condolences
on behalf of the people of India and
on my own behalf to the people of
Japan, especially to Mrs. Akie Abe
and his family. Om Shanti.

Vijay Sankalp Sabha at Hyderabad

TELANGANA'S FAITH IN BJP IS RISING: PM Modi

F

ollowing the completion of BJP National Executive
Meeting a massive ‘Vijay Sankalp Sabha’ was
held in Hyderabad, Telangana on July 3, 2022.
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, BJP National
President Shri JP Nadda and other senior BJP leaders
addressed the Sabha.
Addressig the large number of people gathered in
the Sabha Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi said, “The
development of Telangana, all-round development, is
one of the first priorities of the Bharatiya Janata Party.
Following the mantra of ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas,
Sabka Vishwas and Sabka Prayas’, we are continuously
striving for the development of Telangana.”
The Prime Minister appreciated the people of
Telangana for their work ethics. He said, “People of
Telangana are known for their hard work. The state's
people have a lot of talent. Telangana is also known
for its history and culture; its art and architecture are a
matter of pride for all of us.”
Talking about the government’s commitment
towards poor, PM Shri Modi asserted, “In the last 8
years, we have initiated various policies for the welfare
of the poor, Dalit, backward, and tribal people. That's
why people from all sections of society have increased
trust in our government and its policies. We have tried
to make the life of the countrymen easier, for this we
have worked continuously.”

MAKE THE ‘NARI SHAKTI INTO RASHTRA SHAKTI’
Shri Modi spoke about women empowerment and
said, “Today, the women of the country are feeling
that their life has become easier, their convenience

has increased; now they can contribute more in the
development of the nation. In this 21st century, we are
making sincere efforts to make the Nari Shakti into
Rashtra Shakti.”

EVERYONE GETTING THE BENEFIT OF POLICIES
OF BJP GOVERNMENT
Shri Modi mentioned several national schemes
including PM Jan Dhan Yojana, Swachh Bharat,
Ujjwala Yojana, PM SVANidhi Yojana and others. He
said, “Recently a report showed that women's share
in depositing money in banks has increased. It's
even better in rural areas. Survey says that women's
participation in having economic assets on their
names has risen. It became possible as we connected
them to banking system.”
At the event in Hyderabad, the PM iterated, “During
the Corona global pandemic, when the biggest crisis
of a hundred years came, our government tried to
help every family in Telangana. Free corona vaccines
were administered to crores of Indians from all over
the country as well as Telangana. Free ration was
distributed to the poor of Telangana, free treatment was
given to the poor, everyone is getting the benefit of the
policies of the BJP government without discrimination.
This is called Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas.”
The PM mentioned the benefits of double engine
government, he said, “Since 2019 Lok Sabha
elections, the public support for the BJP has been
steadily increasing. The people of Telangana are
continuously giving this message that they want BJP
government in Telangana. We saw another glimpse of
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this in the Greater Hyderabad elections, when the BJP
got unprecedented success. In other states too, we
have seen that the double-engine government of the
BJP has led to increasing trust of people in it. Even in
Telangana people are paving the way for BJP's doubleengine government.”

LIFE OF FARMERS SHOULD BE EASY
Talking about farmers’ welfare, Prime Minister Shri
Modi stated, “Ramagundam Fertilizer Factory is also
empowering self-reliant India campaign. You all know
that this was one of the many fertilizer factories in the
country that were closed in the last decades. In 2015,
we started work to make it operational again, now the
production of fertilizer has started here. Very soon this
too will be dedicated to the nation.”
“It is our constant endeavour that the life of the
farmers of Telangana should be easy, they should get
maximum price for their produce. In Telangana, the
central government is working on 5 big projects worth
more than Rs 35,000 crore related to water. In the last
eight years, the central government has bought paddy
worth about Rs 1 lakh crore from the paddy farmers of
Telangana,” he added.

MODERN CONNECTIVITY INFRASTRUCTURE
Exemplifying the paradigm shift the central
government has successfully brought into the nation,
PM Shri Modi said, “Modern infrastructure is very
necessary for the development of every sector, be
it agriculture or industry. Be it the village or the city
of Telangana, the BJP-led central government is
doing unprecedented work for modern connectivity

infrastructure. In order to make traffic easier in
Hyderabad, the central government is building several
flyovers and elevated corridors of 4 and 6 lanes at a
cost of Rs 1,500 crore.”
“When it comes to Aatmanirbharta, I have always
talked about farm to fibre, fibre to factory, factory to
fashion and fashion to foreign. Under this thought,
we decided that to increase the country's exports in
textiles, we would build 7 mega textile parks in the
country. One of these mega textile parks is also to be
constructed in Telangana,” added the Prime Minister.
“I assure you that when BJP's double engine
government is formed in Telangana, then work will be
done faster for the development of every city, every
village of Telangana. We have to connect everyone
with positivity, we have to connect everyone with
development,” he said while concluding his speech.

TIME TO INSTALL A BJP GOVERNMENT IN
TELANGANA: JP NADDA
Addressing the huge gathering at the ‘Vijay Sankalp
Sabha’ BJP National President Shri JP Nadda targeted
Chief Minister K. Chandrashekar Rao, claiming that the
people of Telangana were perturbed by the corruption
and injustice of the TRS government.
Speaking at the Parade Grounds in Secunderabad,
Shri Nadda said the public response, especially of the
youth, to the BJP event was a clear indication that the
time is up for the TRS government and it is time to
install a BJP government in Telangana.
Criticizing the TRS government for its large-scale
corruption, he said that the Kaleshwaram project had
turned into an ATM for KCR to siphon public money, as
the project cost was escalated from Rs.32,000 crore to
Rs.1.32 lakh crore.

END THE DYNASTIC AND CORRUPT RULE OF THE
TRS GOVERNMENT
Accusing KCR of forcing Telangana people into a
debt burden of Rs.4 lakh crore so far, Shri JP Nadda
said that KCR’s car (election symbol of the TRS) was
full with his son, daughter and two nephews and there
was no place for others in it.
He urged the people of Telangana to end the
dynastic and corrupt rule of the TRS government
and give BJP a chance to implement welfare and
developmental policies for all sections of the society.
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GUJARAT CONSPIRACY EXPOSED

SC REJECTS ZAKIA JAFRI’S PLEA IN GUJARAT RIOTS
CASE; confirms SIT clean chit to PM Modi

A

greeing with the findings
of the SIT appointed by it
that there was no larger
conspiracy behind the 2002
Gujarat riots, the Supreme Court
on 24 June, 2022 dismissed
the appeal filed by Zakia Jafri
challenging the SIT’s clean chit
to PM Shri Narendra Modi, who
was then the Chief Minister of
Gujarat and others in cases
related to the riots.
A bench of Justices AM Khanwilkar, Dinesh
Maheshwari and CT Ravikumar said “the SIT has not
found any conspiracy, linking separate and disparate
acts of arson and looting or outrageous claims made in
sting operations or individual utterances/ publications
of purported hate speech, to any singular larger
conspiracy or planned event”.
Speaking in an interview to ANI on 25 June, 2022

@Jagat Prakash Nadda
Union Home Minister Shri Amit Shah in his interview
rightly said that every person who falsely accused
Hon. PM Shri Narendra Modi should apologise now
that their politically-motivated allegations have been
exposed as blatant lies. Thanks to the Hon. Supreme
Court of India & its verdict.
about the 2002 Gujarat riots following the Supreme
Court’s rejection, union Home Minister Shri Amit Shah
said, “I have seen Modiji in pain after the riots. A
national leader of such a stature kept mum even after
such allegations. I have seen that all and we are now
happy that the Supreme Court came with this verdict.”
Shri Amit Shah also stated that the court observed
the case to be highly politically motivated. When
asked why the leaders in the BJP did not do a press
conference then, Shri Amit Shah said that we stayed
silent because the matter was subjudice.

ALL ALLEGATIONS AGAINST
GUJARAT GOVT. WERE FAKE &
FABRICATED
Shri Shah emphasised that
the riots and circumstances
were exacerbated by the efforts
of a nexus, which included
opposition political parties,
politically driven media reporters
and journalists, and certain nongovernmental
organisations.
Also speaking about the Special
Investigation Team, he said that it was not something
ordered by the court, it was actually consented by the
state government when asked by the court.
The Union Home Minister said that all the
allegations against the government of Gujarat were
fake and fabricated. He said that the sting operation
by Tehelka was also fake and ideologically motivated.
“All the sting operations were fabricated. The court has
itself observed that efforts were made to put a bad
tag on the state government. It was we who agreed to
constitute the SIT. Why there was no SIT after the 1984
riots in Delhi?” Shri Shah remarked fiercely when asked
about the BJP’s denial of the SIT.
Shri Amit Shah said, “Even the affidavits of the victims
were signed by the NGOs. Things were fabricated this
way. Teesta Setalvad’s name is openly known to all.
Everyone knows how she has been involved in this.”

GODHARA TRAIN BURNING--MAIN REASON FOR RIOT
Shri Shah raised questions about the silence of
Congress over the death of 59 Ram Bhakts who were
burned alive at the Godhra railway station that initiated
the 2002 riots. He said that the main reason for the
riot was the burning of the train in Godhara but no one
speaks about it.
In his closing remarks the Union Home Minister
said, “Shri Narendra Modi is an honest person and he
went all alone and faced all investigations. We believe
in truth and we don’t fear anything.”
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government’s achievements
Rs. 1,44,616 crore gross GST Revenue
collection for June 2022; increase of 56%
year-on-year

T

he gross GST revenue collected in the month of
June 2022 is Rs.144,616 crore of which CGST is
Rs.25,306 crore, SGST is Rs.32,406 crore, IGST is
Rs.75887 crore (including Rs.40102 crore collected
on import of goods) and cess is Rs.11,018 crore
(including Rs. 1197 crore collected on import of
goods). The gross GST collection in June 2022 is
the second highest collection next to the April 2022
collection of Rs.1,67,540 crore.
The revenues for the month of June 2022 are 56%
higher than the GST revenues in the same month
last year of Rs.92,800 crore. During the month,
revenues from import of goods was 55% higher and
the revenues from domestic transaction (including
import of services) are 56% higher than the revenues
from these sources during the same month last year.
This is the fifth time the monthly GST collection
crossed Rs.1.40 lakh crore mark since inception of
GST and fourth month at a stretch since March 2022.
The collection in June’2022 is not only be the second
highest but also has broken the trend of being low
collection month as observed in the past. Total
number of e-way bills generated in the month of May
2022 was 7.3 crore, which is 2% less than 7.4 crore
e-way bills generated in the month of April 2022.

Coal Production Goes up by 32.57% to
67.59 Million Ton in June 2022

I

ndia’s coal production increased by 32.57% to 67.59
Million Ton (MT) from 50.98 MT during June, 2022
as compared to June 2021. As per the provisional
statistics of the Ministry of Coal, during June this year,
Coal India Ltd (CIL), Singareni Collieries Company
Ltd (SCCL) and captive mines / others registered a
growth of 28.87%, 5.50% and 83.53% by producing
51.56 MT, 5.56 MT and 10.47 MT respectively. Of the
top 37 coal mines as many as 22 mines produced
more than 100% and production of another nine
mines stood between 80 and 100%.
Coal based power generation has registered a
growth of 26.58% in June 2022 as compared to June
2021.
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DRDO conducts successful maiden flight
of Autonomous Flying Wing Technology
Demonstrator

M

aiden flight of the Autonomous Flying Wing
Technology Demonstrator on July 1 was
carried out successfully by Defence Research
and Development Organization (DRDO) from the
Aeronautical Test Range, Chitradurga, Karnataka on
July 01, 2022. Operating in a fully autonomous mode,
the aircraft exhibited a perfect flight, including takeoff, way point navigation and a smooth touchdown.
This flight marks a major milestone in terms of proving
critical technologies towards the development of
future unmanned aircraft and is significant step
towards self-reliance in such strategic defence
technologies.

Government approves assistance for 7
journalists and 35 families of journalists

T

he Central Government on 1 July approved
a proposal of the Journalist Welfare Scheme
Committee to provide financial relief to the families
of 35 journalists who have lost their lives. This
includes 16 families of journalists who died due
to Covid-19 under the Journalist Welfare Scheme
(JWS). The families will be provided with assistance
up to Rs. 5 lakhs.
The JWS Committee also recommended
assistance to two journalists suffering from
permanent disability and to five journalists for their
medical treatment of major ailments as per the
JWS guidelines. The committee has approved a
total assistance of Rs. 1.81 Cr during the meeting.
So far, assistance under the scheme has been
provided to 123 families of the journalists who have
lost their lives due to Covid-19. With the current
approvals, in the current meeting a total of 139
families have been provided assistance.
Under the scheme, the families of journalists are
provided with financial assistance up to Rs 5 lakh
in the event of the death of the journalist causing
extreme hardship. Assistance is also provided
to journalists in case of permanent disability,
serious accidents and major health ailments.

government’s achievements
Index of eight core industries grows by
18.1 percent

T

he combined Index of Eight Core Industries
grew at 18.1 percent (provisional)in May 2022 as
compared to the Index of May 2021. The Index stood
at 148.1 in May 2022. The production of Cement,
Coal, Fertilizers and Electricity industries recorded
high growth in May 2022 over the corresponding
period of last year. Coal industries grew by 25.1%
and Fertilizer industries were up by 22.8%. While the
cement industries zoomed by 26.3%, the electricity
sector increased by 22%.
The Department for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade released the Index of Eight Core
Industries (ICI) for the Month of May, 2022

with financial implication of Rs. 423 crores through
M/s BHEL as EPC (Engineering, Procurement and
Construction) contract, the project spreads over 500
acres of its reservoir.

India’s marine product exports Grow by
over 30%

I

ndia shipped 13,69,264 MT of seafood worth Rs
57,586.48 crore (USD 7.76 billion) during 202122, despite heavy odds. During the FY 2021-22, the
export improved in rupee term by 31.71%, in USD
terms by 30.26% and in quantity terms by 19.12%. In
2020-21, India had exported 11,49,510 MT of seafood
worth Rs 43,720.98 crore (USD 5,956.93 million).

India’s largest floating solar power
project commissioned

Indian Railways records best ever
Monthly Freight Loading

I

I

ndi’s largest floating Solar Power Project is now
fully operational. NTPC declared Commercial
Operation of the final part capacity of 20 MW out
of 100 MW Ramagundam Floating Solar PV Project
at Ramagundam, Telangana with effect from 00:00
hours of July 01, 2022.
With the operationalisation of 100-MW Solar PV
Project at Ramagundam, total commercial operation
of Floating Solar Capacity in Southern Region rose
to 217 MW. Earlier, NTPC declared Commercial
operation of 92 MW Floating Solar at Kayamkulam
(Kerala) and 25 MW Floating Solar at Simhadri
(Andhra Pradesh), Shri Anand added.
The 100-MW Floating Solar project at
Ramagundam is endowed with advanced technology
as well as environment friendly features. Constructed

ndian Railways has carried forward the momentum
of the previous year in the year 2022-23 as well, and
has recorded best ever Monthly freight loading of
125.50 MT in June’22. The incremental loading in the
month of June has been 12.72 MT i.e. a growth of
11.28 % over the previous best June figures achieved
in 2021.With this, Indian Railways has had 22 straight
months of best ever monthly freight loading.

MoD approves three Private Sector Banks
to provide financial services in overseas
procurement

I

n line with further opening of allocation of Government
business to Private Sector Banks by the Department
of Financial Services, MoD has assigned three Private
Sector Banks viz HDFC Bank Ltd., ICICI Bank and
Axis Bank to provide the Letter of Credit and Direct
Bank Transfer business for overseas procurement
by the Ministry. MoUs in this connection have been
signed with each of these three banks recently by
PCDA, New Delhi on behalf of MoD.
Till now, only authorised public sector banks were
utilised to provide these services to MoD. With this
for the first time three Private Banks have also been
allowed to provide financial services for overseas
procurement by MoD.
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On the Jayanti of Dr Shyama Prasad Mookerjee

O

‘DR SHYAMA PRASAD MOOKERJEE A GREAT PATRIOT AND A TRUE NATIONALIST’

n the Jayanti of Dr
Shyama Prasad
Mookerjee, the
Bharatiya Janata Party
National President Shri
Jagat Prakash Nadda
offered rich tributes
and also took part in
the tree plantation drive
held on the occasion
at BJP headquarters in
New Delhi on 06 July,
2022. Remembering Dr.
Mookerjee, Shri Nadda
said he was a great
patriot, a true nationalist,
a strong advocate of
cultural nationalism and a great
educationist. Today, West Bengal
and Punjab are integral parts of
India and the entire credit of this
goes to Shri Shyama Prasad
Mookerjee.
Dr Mookerjee persistently
fought
and
struggled
to
make Jammu and Kashmir
an integral part of India post
Independence, and for this, he
made the supreme sacrifice. Dr
Mookerjee 's dream was finally
realised by Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi whose strong
will and commitment besides
the impeccable planning of
Union Home Minister led to the
scrapping of Article 370 and
Jammu and Kashmir became the
integral part of India in true sense.
Shri Nadda said Dr. Mookerjee
was India's first Industry Minister
under the Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
Government. He formulated
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India's first Industrial policy. He
was the one who created Khadi
Gramodhyog to strengthen our
economy and make India selfreliant.
Dr Mookerjee was deeply
concerned
and
saddened
by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's
policy of appeasement and
aping the Western line on the
matters of nation building
post Independence. It was for
this reason that he created
Bharatiya Jan Sangh to give
an alternate political ideology
to the nation. It was Dr Shyama
Prasad Mookerjee who gave the
slogan 'Ek desh mein do Vidhan,
do Pradhan, do Nishan nahin
chalenge' (In our country the
policy of two Constitutions, two
Prime Ministers and two national
emblems will not work). For this
he started Satyagrah movement,
and he even entered Jammu

and Kashmir without
permit in defiance of the
government order.
While entering Jammu
and Kashmir on June
11, 1953 Dr Mookerjee
was
arrested
and
lodged in jail. He died
under highly mysterious
circumstances on June
23, 1953. Dr Mookerjee's
mother wrote to the
then
Prime
Minister
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
seeking urgent and fair
probe into the death but
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
did not pay any heed to it. Thus
the real cause of the death of Dr
Mookerjee was not known.
The BJP National President
said remembering Dr Shyama
Prasad Mookerjee- from his
death anniversary on June 23 to
his birth anniversary on June 6the Bharatiya Janata Party does
various social work and organise
various camps which include
giving free aid and assistance
to sick and needy people in
hospitals,
holding
massive
plantation drives across India
and helping poor and needy
people. All this symbolizes the
BJP workers' respect and honour
for Dr Shyama Prasad Mookerjee.
Shri Nadda said if we all
take inspiration from his life and
work tirelessly and dedicatedly
towards strengthening our nation
then it will be a true tribute to this
great leader.

PM Shri Narendra Modi with the other G-7 leaders during a group photo at G-7 Summit, in Germany on June 27, 2022

PM Shri Narendra Modi in a bilateral meeting with the Chancellor of
the Federal Republic of Germany, Mr. Joko Widodo on the sidelines of
G-7 Summit, in Germany on June 27, 2022

PM Shri Narendra Modi at the celebration of ‘125th Birth Anniversary’
of freedom fighter, Shri Alluri Sitarama Raju, in Bhimavaram,
Andhra Pradesh on July 04, 2022

PM Shri Narendra Modi being welcomed by the president of UAE,
Mr. Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan at Abu Dhabi Airport,
in UAE on June 28, 2022

PM Shri Narendra Modi inaugurating various development projects,
in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh on July 07, 2022
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